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Towering mountains passes, gushing streams, divine monasteries, nerves wrecking adventure activities, dunes, cobalt blue lakes, secluded trails and much more is in the heavenly abode of Ladakh. If we ask someone about the beauty of Ladakh, the majority of them will define it as a paradise painted in nature’s best hues.
Known as the rooftop of India, Ladakh is the cold desert of India which will leave you awestruck. Now imagine, if you get the see the beauty of this mystic yet beautiful land with your better half, the paradise will get even more appealing. Isn’t that true?
But which are the best places that are romance worthy in Ladakh? Don’t you worry, we have listed down the best places to visit in Ladakh with your partner? Here we go:
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1 . Pangong Tso Lake
[image: Pangong Tso Lake]Pangong Tso LakeDo you remember the climax scene of Bollywood blockbuster ‘3 Idiots’ where Kareena is riding a scooter while Aamir is flying a remote-controlled flying plane with the students of his school? Yes, that is none other than Pangong Tso Lake. Since the release of the movie, every couple desires to visit this heart drenching lake at the rooftop of India.
You can stay a night under the stars in a campsite by the side of the lakes and if that doesn’t sound romantic then what will?
 
2 . Nubra Valley
[image: Nubra Valley]Nubra ValleyConsidered as one of the most scenic places in Ladakh, Nubra Valley lies 150 km from the capital city of Leh. You and your better half can rent a bike and go on a road trip all by yourself passing through the highest motorable pass in the world, Khardung La to reach this yet another mesmerising place in Ladakh. You can enjoy the ride of double-humped Bactrian camels with your beloved in Nubra Valley. Sounds good, right?
See also  5 tips to help you to plan a budget holiday in Ireland

There are various camping spots in Nubra Valley that are luxurious, comfortable to accommodate with your sweetheart.
 
3.  Sarchu
[image: Sarchu]SarchuIf you and your partner want to experience the cold desert of India, head straight towards Sarchu which also known for being the starting point of the challenging Zanskar Trek. The nearest passes to Sarchu are Lachulung La and Baralacha La. It might be barren, but somehow it has an aura where not just the chillness but one more thing can be found, Love. And we both know that is precisely what you are seeking.
So, add this surreal beauty to the bucket list and make sure to visit this place which is one of the most romantic places in Ladakh.
 
4 . Alchi
[image: Alchi]AlchiBetter described as a village away from the hustle bustle and enriched with natural beauty and divine monastery, Alchi has its way of stealing the hearts of the couple who visit it. If you and your better half have a love for secluded treks, Alchi is the perfect place for it. It resides on the bank of Indus river and is known to have one of the oldest monasteries in Ladakh in its abode. So, do visit this monastery and get your blessings for a better future.
5 . Shanti Stupa
[image: Shanti Stupa]Shanti StupaAnd if it’s peace, sunrise, sunset and monks prayers you are after on your Ladakh tour package, then it’s hard to look past Shanti Stupa. Located around 70 km from Alchi, Shanti Stupa is the place to go for a date with nature and your partner and come back home with a peaceful mindset. It is a white-colored domed-shaped structure, which looks amazing during the night hours.
See also  Travel Guide to Langza Village, Spiti Valley

Hitch your sweetheart and walk into this memorial and indulge in meditation – the most mindful feeling. Expect panoramic sunsets in the morning as well as in the evening. Its nearby places are Main Market Leh, which is only around 5 km.
So tell us, haven’t we sorted your honeymoon plans to romance in the land of high passes – Ladakh? If you’re running out of more inspiration for your blissful honeymoon in Ladakh, maybe it’s time to book Ladakh tour package with Go2Ladakh. We’ve some amazing deals on Ladakh tours. Check it out on the website.
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